Elemental transfer from Chinese soil via the diet to the whole human body.
Based on results from recent studies of elemental dietary intake and organ or tissue content for adult Chinese men, quoted nationwide elemental concentrations in Chinese soil and newly published national average consumption of dietary foods, values of both transfer coefficients and discrimination factor (DF) for transfer from soil via the diet to both critical organs and the whole body have been calculated for important elements in radiation protection, including alkaline earths, alkali metals, rare earths and other related elements. These calculations have used both the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) model and the DF method. In the UNSCEAR model, the basic parameters used to describe the transport of radionuclides are the transfer coefficients P(ij), which describe the relationship of concentrations or other amounts between compartment i and the following compartment j, whereas the DF is the ratio between the transfer coefficients for one element and a chemically similar element. From a comparison of the transfer coefficients of different elements for a particular transport pathway, those for alkaline earths are generally speaking higher than those for halogen elements and alkali metals, whereas those for rare earth elements, U and Th are lower. Relative to Ca, the DFs of transfer from soil to diet and from diet to critical organs or the whole body for the other alkaline earth elements and Pb are all less than 1, the DFs for the other elements decrease with increasing or decreasing atomic number. For alkali metals, the DFs of transfer from diet to critical organs and the whole body seem to increase with increasing atomic number, but those from soil to diet decrease with increasing atomic number.